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Preface 

International Energy Agency 

The International Energy Agency (TEA) was established in 1974 within the 
framework of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) to implement an International Energy Programme. A basic aim of the 
IEA is to foster co-operation among the twenty-one E A  Participating Countries to 
increase energy security through energy conservation, development of alternative 
energy sources and energy research development and demonstration (RDBrD). 
This is achieved in part through a programme of collaborative RD&D consisting of 
forty-two Implementing Agreements, containing a total of over eighty separate 
energy RD&D projects. This publication forms one element of this programme. 

Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community 
Systems 

The IEA sponsors research and development in a number of areas related to 
energy. In one of these areas, energy conservation in buildings, the IEA is 
sponsoring various exercises to predict more accurately the energy use of buildings, 
including comparison of existing computer programs, building monitoring, 
cornparison of calculation methods, as well as air quality and studies of occupancy. 
Seventeen countries have elected to participate in this area and have designated 
contracting parties to the Implementing Agreement covering collaborative 
research in this area. The designation by governments of a number of private 
organisations, as well as universities and government laboratories, as contracting 
parties, has provided a broader range of expertise to tackle the projects in the 
different technology areas than would have been the case if participation was 
restricted to governments. The importance of associating industry with government 
sponsored energy research and development is recognized in the IEA, and every 
effort is made to encourage this trend. 

The Executive Committee 

Overall control of the programme is maintained by an Executive Committee, which 
not only monitors existing projects but identifies new areas where collaborative 
effort may be beneficial. The Executive Committee ensures that all projects fit into 
a pre-determined strategy, without unnecessary overlap or duplication but with 
effective liaison and communication. The Executive Committee has initiated the 
following projects to date (completed projects are identified by *): 

I Load Energy Determination of Buildings* 
I1 Ekistics and Advanced Community Energy Systems* 
III Energy Conservation in Residential Buildings * 
IV Glasgow Commercial Building Monitoring* 



V Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre 
VI Energy Systems and Design of Communities* 
VI1 Local Government Energy Planning* 
W I  Inhabitant Behaviour with Regard to Ventilation* 
IX Minimum Ventilation Rates* 
X Building HVAC Systems Simulation* 
XI Energy Auditing* 
XI1 Windows and Fenestration* 
XIII Energy Management in Hospitals* 
XIV Condensation* 
XV Energy Efficiency in Schools 
XVI BEMS - 1: Energy Management Procedures 
XVII BEMS - 2: Evaluation and Emulation Techniques 
XVIII Demand Controlled Ventilating Systems 
XIX Low Slope Roof Systems 
XX Air Flow Patterns within Buildings 
XXI Thermal Modelling 
XXII Energy Efficient Communities 
XXIII Multizone Air Flow Modelling 

Annex V Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre 

The IEA Executive Committee (Building and Community Systems) has 
highlighted areas where the level of knowledge is unsatisfactory and there was 
unanimous aggreement that infiltration was the area about which least was 
known. An infiltration group was formed drawing experts from most progressive 
countries, their long term aim to encourage joint international research and 
increase the world pool of knowledge on infiltration and ventilation. Much 
valuable but sporadic and uncoordinated research was already taking place and 
after some initial groundwork the experts group recommended to their executive 
the formation of an Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre. This recommendation 
was accepted and proposals for its establishment were invited internationally. 

The aims of the Centre are the standardisation of techniques, the validation of 
models, the catalogue and transfer of information, and the encouragement of 
research. It is intended to be a review body for current world research, to ensure 
full dissemination of this research and based on a knowledge of work already 
done to give direction and firm basis for future research in the Participating 
Countries. 

The Participants in this task are Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Finland, 
Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom 
and the United States of America. 



1. INTRODUCllON 
The pattern of air flow within a building or within individual zones or rooms can have a 
considerable impact on the energy performance of ventilation systems. In addition the 
behaviour of air flow influences the propagation of airborne pollutants, the thermal 
environment and general comfort conditions. In order to optirnise design and to ensure a 
healthy interior, increasing attention is being focused on building air flow behaviour and 
mixing characteristics. 

In many instances it is difficult to consider in detail the pattern of air flow or the influence 
of air movement on thermal and pollutant transport. Such factors as the interaction of 
leakage openings, the location of supply and extract terminals, room layout, occupant 
patterns and the location and strength of heat sources all combine to influence the pattern 
of flow (Figure 1.1). 

- Mec hanical van t I la tion m 
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Figure 1 1 Factors influencing air movement 

In the past, numerical techniques for building air flow analysis have tended to concentrate 
on the calculation of mass flow rates through defined openings and on the direction of 
flow into and out of zones, (Liddament, 1986). These methods provide information on 
interzonal air flow patterns and they may also be used to predict air exchange rates. 
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However, these methods ignore air flow behaviour within individual zones, since this is 
assumed to be instantaneously and perfectly mixed (Figure 1.2). Often, if more detail is 
required, ventilation effectiveness measurements may be made using tracer gas 
techniques. This approach is used to determine the degree to which fresh air is circulated 
and mixed within the occupied zone (Sandberg et al1989), Sutcliffe (1990). Alternatively, 
anemometry measurements may be made, either within the building or within a suitably 
constructed scale model (Moog 1981, Klobut 1985, Ziernssen 1985, Nielsen and Evensen 
et a1 1987 and Heiselberg et a1 1987, 1988). 
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Figure 1 . 2  
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Figure 1 . 3  
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Recently, increasing interest has been shown in the use of computational fluid dynamics 
to predict the pattern of air flow in buildings (Figure 1.3). Potentially, these techniques 
offer substantial benefits in the design and evaluation of both energy efficient and air 
quality efficient ventilation installations. However, as in many other areas of building 
physics, the successful implementation of these methods is substantially complicated by 
the individuality of building design and construction combined with almost limitless 
variations in building use, occupancy loading, and heating and ventilation requirements. 
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As a consequence, little is yet known about the validity and range of applicability of 
computational fluid dynamics code for building air flow analysis. These problems are 
currently being addressed by a number of E A  annexes and by other specialist groups in 
several countries. 

The objective of this report is to outline recent developments in building air flow analysis 
and to focus on some of the difficulties associated with this complex field of study. 
Considerable developments in the area of computational fluid dynamics are currently 
taking place, especially in relation to refinements in calculation techniques. Rather than 
present an in-depth study of these developments, this report concentrates on the more 
general aspect of air flow in buildings. Bibliographic references are restricted to recent 
publications taken from the Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre’s Bibliographic 
Database - AIRBASE, which illustrate specific building examples and case studies. The 
appendices section contains references to related activities. These include a brief outline 
of the relevant flow equations, the results of the Centre’s survey into the application of air 
flow codes for building air flow simulation, and summaries of selected public domain and 
commercial general purpose algorithms. An indication of the computer requirements for 
the use of these codes is also given. 

2 FLOW REPRESENTATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Air movement occurs as a consequence of pressure differences between adjacent air 
masses which are sustained by naturally and/or mechanically derived forces. These forces 
may be time dependent, resulting in a variation of pressure distribution over time or they 
may be constant with respect to time, resulting in steady state conditions. In order to 
predict the pattern of air flow, the temperature field and the consequent distribution of 
pollutant within an enclosure, it is necessary to describe the equilibrium of forces at each 
point in the field which govern flow and transport behaviour. These expressions must 
take into account momentum, the convective and diffusive properties of air, friction and 
buoyancy forces, turbulence, the temperature field and the emission and distribution 
characteristics of pollutant sources. These concepts are introduced in this section, 
although no attempt has been made to present a full derivation. The intention is to 
illustrate the necessity of each parameter and to show how they combine to describe the 
total flow field. The basic concepts of flow analysis are introduced by considering laminar 
forced convection. Buoyancy production forces, turbulence and pollutant transport are 
then discussed. 

2.2 Laminar Flow 

2.2.1 Forced Convection 
Laminar forced convection may be considered as undisturbed or smooth flow dominated 
by mechanical forces under isothermal (uniform temperature) conditions. Such flow may 
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be represented by the Navier Stokes Equations. These express in mathematical terms the 
Law of Continuity and the Law of Conservation of Momentum for an incompressible 
fluid. Continuity simply states the conservation of mass, in which air entering a space is 
exactly matched by an equivalent mass of air leaving the space. The L a w  of Conservation 
of Momentum is a statement of Newton's Second Law of Motion as applied by 
considering the stresses associated with the motion of an element of an incompressible 
isotropic, Viscous fluid. The derivation of the Navier Stokes Equations is fundamental to 
flow theory and may be found in any standard reference text on this topic. 

Assuming a steady state, three dimensional flow field, represented by a Cartesian 
Co-ordinate System in the x,y, and z directions, Figure 2.1, four unknowns are present at 
each location throughout the flow field; these are: 

- Spatial velocity components in each of the three coordinate directions,ie u(x,y,z), v(x,y)z) 
and w(sy,.). 

- Spatial pressure distribution, ie p(x,y,z). 

By expressing the Navier Stokes Equations for each of the coordinate directions and by 
applying the conservation of mass, a total of four equations are obtained and hence a 
solution to each of the unknowns is possible (Appendix 1). This represents the most basic 
set of equations for air flow analysis. Unfortunately it is not possible to solve these 
equations analytically and, instead, numerical methods must be applied. It is the 
development and application of such techniques that presents one of the principal 
challenges to flow simulation. A comprehensive introduction to these equations and an 
introduction to the principles of solution are presented by Shih (1984). 

X 

p = pressure; U, v and w are velocity values 

Figure 2 . 1  Momentum and pressure fields acting at a point in a 
cartesial coordinate system 
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2.2.2 Mixed and Free Convection (Buoyancy) 

If thermal gradients are present within an enclosure, conditions can no longer be regarded 
as isothermal; both the temperature and hence the density of air will vary throughout the 
enclosed volume. For practical purposes, density variations are small with respect to the 
mean density but are strongly influenced by the force of gravity. For this reason, if a small 
volume of air at a given temperature enters a region of higher temperature, it will descend 
under the force of gravity. This buoyancy force therefore only applies to the vertical 
component of motion and is represented numerically by including a gravitational term in 
the vertical component of the momentum equations. Nevertheless, it can have a 
considerable influence on the development of the flow field. 

WO buoyancy induced convection conditions may be considered, namely mixed 
convection, in which buoyancy forces modify the pattern of forced air flow, and free 
convection, in which air flow is induced entirely by thermal effects. Numerically both 
conditions are treated identically. 

By introducing buoyancy, two further parameters enter the flow field description, these 
being the temperature distribution, T(x,y,z) and the density distribution, p (x,y,z). The 
temperature field is expressed in the form of a thermal transport equation based on the 
Law of Conservation of Energy, taking into account diffusion effects and thermal 
conductivity, while the density distribution is linked to the temperature and pressure 
fields by the Equation of State for an Ideal Gas. 

A total of six unknowns or dependent variables are therefore now present in the flow field 
description, these being described by the following six equations: 

- Continuity - Momentum (U component) - Momentum (v component) - Momentum (w 
component) - Thermal I-ansport - Equation of State for an Ideal Gas 

2 3  firbulent Flow 
While the laminar flow formulation provides a relatively straightforward introduction to 
the basic principles of flow transport, it is limited to applications in which air velocity is 
low. Examples might include certain clean room ventilation and displacement ventilation 
systems. More generally, the behaviour of room ventilation is dominated by turbulence 
which is generated by relatively high supply air velocities and large temperature 
differences. Under these conditions, the smooth nature of laminar flow gives way to 
randomly fluctuating flow patterns superimposed on a mean velocity distribution. The 
concepts of free, forced and mixed convection are retained as for laminar flow. 
Essentially, the form of the Navier Stokes Equations remain the same but the velocity 
variable is replaced by time averaged and fluctuating components which yield additional 
stress terms (Reynolds Stresses). Similarly, additional turbulent temperature and pressure 
terms are introduced in the temperature and pressure equations. 

To ensure a reliable prediction of the flow field under conditions of turbulence, it is 
essential that the scale of turbulence is accurately represented. This currently presents a 
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particularly difficult problem, since the representation of turbulence relies substantially 
on empirically derived parameters which are difficult to quantify for room air flow 
applications. Several turbulence models are available and much research is currently 
taking place in this field. 

A simple treatment of turbulence is based on a "zero" equation turbulence model in which 
no additional differential flow equation is required. Such an approach has been widely 
used in boundary flow analysis and has been applied to room air flow movement. This 
concept is based on the Prandtl Mixing Length Theory in which the magnitude of the 
turbulent Reynolds Stresses is equated with an eddy viscosity term analogous to the 
laminar viscosity associated with non turbulent flow. The advantage of such an approach 
is that no further equations are introduced to describe turbulence and hence the 
complexity of solution is reduced. Shih (1984) argues that, while this approach greatly 
simplifies the numerical analysis of turbulent flow, its validity for multi-dimensional 
turbulent flow no longer exists. However, Borgers and Akbari (1984) use a zero equation 
turbulence model based on the Prandtl Mixing Length Theory to study free convective 
turbulent transfer between parallel plates to simulate convective flow within a trombe 
wall channel. Various turbulent Prandtl Numbers and empirical constants taken from the 
literature were used. Based on limited experimental data it was estimated that 90% of the 
computed results were within 20% of the measured data. 

More complex approaches are based on "ZEquation Tbrbulence Models". These models 
attempt to introduce additional transport equations of the same form as the Navier Stokes 
Equations which the Reynolds stresses must satisfy (Shih 1984). Currently, the most 
commonly applied method is the K-E model in which the turbulent diffusivity is expressed 
in terms of the kinetic energy of turbulence, K, and the dissipation rate of kinetic energy 
of turbulence, E (Launder and Spalding 1972). This results in two further transport 
equations which express the spatial distribution of K(x,y,z) and E (x,y,z). These require 
simultaneous solution with the previous continuity, momentum and temperature 
components of the Navier Stokes and thermal transport equations. In addition the 
evaluation of K and E require yet additional equations expressed in a similar form. 

Originally this turbulence model was developed for high Reynolds Number or high 
turbulence flow. In room, however, low turbulence regions occur especially close to 
solid boundaries. Two approaches to dealing with low turbulence conditions tend to be 
used. Akbari et a1 (1986) give an example of the use of high Reynolds Number turbulence 
models combined with wall function corrections, since, it is argued,computing time is 
relatively speedy and storage needs are relatively low. This near wall or wall function 
correction is achieved by first defining a viscous sublayer above which flow is assumed to 
be fully turbulent. Within this sublayer, the mean velocity parallel to the wall or boundary 
is assumed to vary linearly with distance from the wall while,beyond this region, it is 
assumed to vary linearly with the logarithmic distance. Variations in turbulent kinetic 
energy, local turbulent shear stress and the dissipation rate of turbulent energy are then 
made consistent with these velocity functions. Within the viscous sublayer, turbulent 
shear stress is zero and the dissipation rate is constant. This approach also requires a near 
wall temperature model in order to reflect fluid temperature distribution within the 
viscous sublayer. Akbari applies a steady state energy equation for incompressible flow 
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which is based on the assumption that the diffusion of heat in the direction of flow is small 
and that the mean velocity in the main flow direction is a function of only the distance 
from the wall. 

Chen, Moser et al(1990) recommend the use of a "Low Reynolds Number IC-& model as 
developed by Lam and Bremhurst (1981) for predicting flow within rooms. The Wall 
Function approach of the previous technique separates the flow conditions of the fully 
turbulent regime and of the laminar sublayer by using different functions within each 
region. In the Low Reynolds Number approach, the K-E model of turbulence is retained 
but three functions, fl,f2 and fu, are introduced which are continuous and valid 
throughout the entire flow region. Within the turbulent regime, the value of each of these 
functions is unity, reflecting the fact that viscous forces within this region are negligible. 
However, as the laminar sublayer is approached, the value of these functions vary in order 
to reflect the increasing influence of viscous forces within this zone. 

2.4 Contaminant Pansport 

A further requirement of air quality analysis is to include the distribution and propagation 
of pollutants from specified sources. This is approached by expressing pollutant flow as 
an additional transport equation analogous to the previous flow equations. Hence at least 
one more equation is needed to describe the pollutant field within the flow regime. 

3 COMPUTING THE FLOW FIELD 

3.1 Introduction 

Clearly the simultaneous solution of the many equations needed to describe the fully 
turbulent, transient, convective flow field in the form of 3-dimensional partial differential 
flow equations, can be expected to require considerable computational effort. Large 
mainframe computers combined with lengthy processing times are commonly needed 
although much effort is currently being devoted to producing codes which will operate on 
smaller computers. 

In order to minimise computational requirements, much can be done to simplify the 
number of equations and the number of dimensions included in the analysis. Thus, for 
example, the time dependent parameter is eliminated for steady state calculations. 
Similarly,it may be possible to reduce the problem from a 3-dimensional analysis to a 
2-dimensional analysis. Also it is often unnecessary to solve the equations for all of the 
physical quantities. Under conditions of uniform temperature, for example, the thermal 
transport equation is not needed, while under conditions of laminar flow, the turbulence 
equations are eliminated. 

Despite any possible simplifications,analytical solution of the transport equations is 
unlikely and ,therefore, numerical techniques must be applied. The purpose of this 
section is to outline some of these techniques. 
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3.2 Numerical Techniques 
Numerical techniques used in air flow analysis include both finite difference and finite 
element methods. Whichever technique is applied, it is necessary to discretise the space 
into control volumes or elements and to use discretisation equations to represent the 
physics of flow within each of the elements (Section 4). In the case of finite difference or 
finite volume methods, the flow condition within each of the control volumes is 
represented by a single value. In the case of finite element techniques, the flow condition 
is represented by a functional relationship such that the value of the flow parameter is 
continuously variable throughout the discretised element. In both cases all parameters 
must be given initial arbitrary values from which the iteration process can commence. 
Iteration is a structured process in which the initial values of each flow parameter are 
adjusted until the flow equations balance. The process of reaching a successful balance 
point is known as convergence. 

In order to solve the flow field, the individual flow or transport equations are first reduced 
to a generalised common form. This takes the form of a partial differential equation 
containing the following terms: 

UNSTEADY + CONVECTION = DIFFUSION + SOURCETERM TERM 
TERM TERM 

Hence flow is expressed in terms of an unsteady or time dependent component, a 
convective term, a diffusion term and a source term. By developing an algorithm to solve 
the general form of the flow equation ,it follows that the same algorithm may be used to 
solve the specific transport equations. 

3.2.1 Finite VolumeDifference Methods 

The 'SIMPLE' Technique 
Solving the flow equations is complicated by the fact that the various flow fields are 
interdependent and that none of them are initially defined. Further complications arise 
because the velocity components in each of the three coordinate directions are present in 
both the continuity and momentum equations. A method for overcoming these problems 
is described by Patankar (1980) using a finite difference/volume technique known as the 
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations - SIMPLE. This method has 
subsequently formed the basis of many flow simulation models (see Appendix 2 and 3). 
The technique involves progressively improving upon an assumed pressure field, using a 
pressure correction formula, until the resultant component velocity values satisfy the 
continuity equation. An outline of the procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1. This process 
is essentially a sequential approach. An initial pressure distribution is assumed and this is 
substituted into tbe momentum equations to evaluate an initial velocity distribution. A 
pressure correction term, p , is then applied and the consequent new pressure 
distribution and velocity distributions are evaluated. Other transport equations which 
influence the flow field (ie. temperature field, turbulence etc.) are similarly solved. The 

I 
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velocity values are inserted into the continuity equation which is then verified for 
compliance. This iteration process is continued until the continuity equation is satisfied. 

Analysts describing recent applications of the"S1MPLE" method or derivatives of this 
approach include Awbi (1990) - ARIA, Chen et a1 (1987) and Kooi et al(1988) - 
CHAMPION, Chen et a1 1990 - PHOENICS, Lemaire (1990) WISH3D. Many other 
examples are also covered in the references presented in this review. In addition Shih 
(1984) presents a demonstration FORTRAN Code based on the SIMPLE Technique 
while Whittle (1986) presents a comprehensive review of air flow simulation using this 
technique. 

Multigrid Techniques 
A problem with the sequential SIMPLE approach to solving the flow equations is the 
weak numerical coupling between the momentum and buoyancy forces. Changes in the 
temperature field during an iteration step are transferred to the momentum equation at 
the start of the following iteration. If the buoyancy "correction" during iteration is large, 
then it may not be possible to obtain a converged solution at all. 

To overcome this problem, strongly coupled solutions are being introduced. Thompson et 
a1 (1987) and Vanka et a1 (1988) describe one such technique based on a "Multigrid 
approach". Discretisation follows that of the SIMPLE method in that a staggered grid is 
used in which velocities are associated with the faces of each control volume, while 
pressures and temperatures are associated with the centres of each control volume. 
However, instead of introducing a pressure correction equation,in order to initiate the 
sequential iteration process, the velocities and pressures are simultaneously updated, 
resulting in tight coupling between equations. However, since all the variables are held in 
computer memory at the same time, substantial memory is required. Tb further assist 
rapid convergence, a "multigrid" discretisation system is introduced in which part of the 
analysis is undertaken on a coarse grid and the results are applied to successively finer 
grids. 

3.2.2 Finite Element Methods 

Air flow analysis based on finite element methods has evolved from techniques used in 
structural analysis. Its particular advantage is in being able to apply an irregular grid 
which can be selectively refined and chosen to match the boundaries of the domain. 
Methods also tend to employ direct simultaneous solution of the continuity equation, the 
momentum equation and the remaining dependent variables rather than adopting a 
sequential approach. Such an approach demands substantial computer memory since 
information relating to all parameters need to be retained at the same time. However, 
the simultaneous approach ensures stronger coupling between the different flow 
parameters, with the result that convergence can be rapid. A further difficulty with the 
finite element approach is that, while an irregular grid system may be established within a 
2-dimensional flow domain, it is difficult to establish such a finite element mesh within 3 
dimensions. Thus progression from a 2 dimensional network to a three dimensional 
system is difficult. 
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Figure 3 . 1  Outline of SIMPLE Method 
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Examples of the application of the Finite Element approach for the analysis of 
3-dimensional turbulent air flow are described by Matsurnoto et a1 (1985,1987) and 
Kerestecioglu (1989). This approach is also being developed by Baker( 1990) for use as a 
potential A S H M  Code. 

Because of the way the discretisation equations have been formulated, it has generally 
been found that converged solutions from arbitrary starting conditions is more likely using 
finite difference techniques rather than finite element methods. In other words, when 
using finite element methods, more care is needed in establishing the starting conditions 
from which the iteration process is to proceed. However an advantage of the Finite 
Element method is that once appropriate starting conditions have been established, the 
process of convergence is much faster. Current developments in numerical analysis are 
focusing on combining the convergence reliability of the finite difference approach with 
the convergence speed of the finite element approach. An attempt to combine the 
advantages of the Finite Volume Approach with those of the Finite Element mesh is 
described by Lonsdale (1988) in his introduction to the ASTEC Code (Appendix 3). 

4 DISCRF,TISATION SYSTEMS 

4.1 Introduction 
Discretisation is the method by which a space is subdivided into control volumes or 
elements to which the finite difference or finite element approximations of the transport 
equations may be applied. Careful consideration is needed with regard to the selection of 
an appropriate system. A technique is required which identifies each element within the 
discretised space and identifies its relationship with adjacent cells. Also, attention is 
required with respect to the coarseness of the network, the representation of boundaries 
and coping with regions within the network in which high velocity, temperature or 
pollutant concentration gradients occur. Other considerations include the availability of 
memory within the computer and the processing capability of the computer. A range of 
grid systems has been designed to cope with these various aspects; these include: 

- Uniform Orthogonal Grid 

- Non-Uniform Orthogonal Grid 

- Body Fitted/Curvilinear Coordinate System 

- Local Mesh Refinement 

In conjunction with these, a "staggered grid" system is often applied in which a network 
"displaced" from the main grid is used in the calculation of the velocity field. Each of 
these systems is described below and is illustrated in Figures 4.1 to 4.5 respectively. 
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4.2 Uniform Orthogonal 

A Uniform Orthogonal Network is established by subdividing the space or volume of 
interest with a series of equally spaced orthogonal lines along each coordinate axis 
(Figure 4.1). This represents the most straightforward method of discretisation and 
results in a network of uniformly sized cube shaped cells or control volumes. The 
principal advantage of this technique is the relative ease with which the flow equations 
may be discretised and solved. Its main disadvantage is that it does not provide an 
opportunity to concentrate cells at locations where special detail is required, hence a 
detailed analysis involves introducing a large number of cells throughout the entire space. 
This results in a substantial increase in computer processing and memory requirements 
and may restrict the size of the problem which can be analysed. Also representation of 
the boundaries or of detail within the enclosure may prove to be difficult or inaccurate. 

X 

Figure 4 . 1  Uniform orthogonal g r i d  Figure 4 . 2  Non-uniform orthogonal grid 

4 3  Non Uniform Orthogonal 

This represents an attempt to concentrate cells in regions where special attention is 
needed and, at the same time, to reduce the number of cells in regions of relative 
unimportance. Orthogonal lines in each of the three Cartesian coordinate directions are 
again used to divide the space but these are no longer uniformly spaced (Figure 4.2). This 
approach is commonly used, although additional algorithms are required to ensure that 
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the volumes and surface areas of each face of each of the cells are correctly identified. 
Boundary or interior detail may still be difficult to represent. 

4.4 Body Fitted Coordinates 
This is a method by which the grid system may be distorted such that it is no longer 
orthogonal (Figure 4.3). By distorting the network, boundaries and other features may be 
much more accurately represented than is possible when using an orthogonal grid system. 
The application of this approach in CFD codes is described in detail by B u m  et a1 (1986). 
A similar technique , defined as generalised curvilinear coordinates is described by 
Murakami, Kat0 et a1 (1989). In each case, transformation equations are used to relate 
the Cartesian velocity components at the centre of mass of each control volume with the 
velocity components normal to the faces of the mass control volume. Significantly greater 
amounts of memory are required than is necessary for orthogonal systems to deal with the 
distorted grid and associated transformation equations. 

Figure 4 . 3  Body fitted/Curvilinear gr id  

4.5 Local Mesh Refinement 

An alternative method to improve resolution at locations of interest is to introduce local 
mesh refinement (Figure 4.4) in which a series of control volumes are subdivided into 
smaller units. This results in an overhead on computing which is needed to identify 
refined regions and to handle the flow conditions from the coarse network to the refined 
region, however, it enables specific regions to be examined in detail. 
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Figure 4.4 Local mesh refinement gr id Figure 4 . 5  Staggered grid 

4.6 Staggered Grid 
Discretisation of the llansport Equations results in terms being expressed at alternate 
grid points rather than at adjacent points. This can result in poor accuracy and unrealistic 
flow representation (Patankar 1980). This problem can be overcome by using a staggered 
grid (Figure 4.5) in which the velocity values are calculated on a grid which is displaced 
from the main grid. In the Figure, the dashed line represents the boundaries of the 
"control volumestt around each of the main grid points. It is on these faces that the 
velocity components are calculated. 

The staggered grid system is used in conjunction with all the previously described 
discretisation systems and is a principal feature of the SIMPLE method of solution. The 
use of non-staggered grid systems is described by Burns et a1 (1986). 

4.7 Grid Spacing - False Diffusion 

The selection of mesh spacing is very important. A close mesh substantially increases the 
number of control volumes and hence processing and storage needs. On the other hand, a 
coarse grid may lead to grid dependent and hence inaccurate results. Essentially, the 
Continuity Equation is satisfied but the flow field is incorrect. A reason for this is "false 
diffusion", in which the network and/or finite difference approximation is unable to 
resolve accurately the flow field. Instead ,a sharp transition at a location in the flow field, 
for example, is "smoothed out'' and the resultant error is propagated throughout the rest 
of the flow field. A perspective on false diffusion is presented by Patankar (1980). 

5 Boundary and Source Conditions 

The pattern of flow within an enclosure is driven by conditions at the boundary and by the 
characteristics of source terms within the enclosed volume. In order to establish the 
correct flow pattern, it is necessary to represent as accurately as possible such term 
within the numerical flow network. It is also necessary to ensure that flow adjacent to 
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boundaries follows boundary layer theory. A recent review outlining boundary conditions 
and other aspects of Computational Fluid Dynamics is presented by Awbi( 1989). 

5.1 Representation of Air Supply 

Air supply must be represented in terms of inlet flow velocity, volume flow rate and 
turbulence characteristics. These parameters may be obtained by test or from 
manufacturers data, although there is currently considerable discussion on the validity of 
such data, Standard testing includes the recommendations of British Standard 4773 for 
the measurement of throw and flow rates of diffusers. These tests, however, relate to flow 
in infinite enclosures. For this reason, manufacturers also provide typical data for various 
room configurations. In restricted environments, the flow pattern may be dominated by 
the characteristics of the enclosure rather than the diffuser itself. Examples of the 
influence of obstacles on the performance of jets are presented by Awbi et a1 (1987). 

( a )  Non-uniform qr id  

INLET (Close mesh to enable accurate representation of  both flow 
velocity and mass flow rate) 

(b) Uniform qrid 

.- 

Figure 5 . 1  Representation of a i r  supply 
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If the momentum field is to be accurately simulated, it is essential that both the velocity 
and volume flow rate are simultaneously represented. This requirement can impose 
severe demands on the grid system, since it dictates the coarseness of the grid at supply 
locations. An inlet, for example, supplying air at a velocity of 15 m / s  at a volume flow rate 
of 0.15 m /s needs to be represented by a boundary control volume with a grid spacing of 
0.15/15 m ie. .Olm. Extended throughout an entire enclosure, such small grid sizes could 
result in an excessive number of grid points for even the most modest sized enclosures. 
Several authors have concentrated on this particular problem. Reinartz and Renz (1984) 
investigate the behaviour of a jet emerging from a radial air distributor using a 50x50 
2-dimensional flow network and a solution technique based on the SIMPLE method. 
This network was regarded as sufficient to cover both the jet region and the flow field 
within the room. Alternatives include introducing a non uniform grid system, in which 
supply locations are represented by a much finer grid (Figure S.la), or representing 
supply flow at some distance from the opening itself at a location where flow rates are 
substantially reduced (Figure 5. lb). This latter approach offers considerable advantages 
and is discussed by Nielsen (1987). 
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Figure 5 . 2  Boundary conditions 

5.2 Representation of Infiltration and Natural Ventilation 

If air flow is dominated by infiltration or natural ventilation, then the infiltrating flow rate 
must be included as part of the boundary source terms. It is assumed that such inflow will 
be widely distributed and at a low velocity, and hence may be represented by a coarse grid. 

5 3  Representation of Heat Sources and Heat Loss 

In the same way that the reliable simulation of momentum generated flow is dependent 
on the accurate representation of source flow characteristics, the simulation of buoyancy 
generated flow and the transfer of heat between boundaries isdependent on the accurate 
representation of the thermal properties of boundaries and heat sources. In the case of 
convective sources, this is achieved by expressing the thermal characteristics of sources in 
terms of temperature and heat transfer coefficients or U-values. Examples of the 
inclusion of convective sources within numerical models are described by Kurabuchi et a1 
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(1990). Radiant energy sources can present particular problems, especially in high 
temperature flow analysis where direct transfer of radiant energy to the air stream can 
take place according to the absorption characteristics of the air. Such a transfer is 
normally insigmfmmt in room air flow analysis and radiative exchange is normally 
assumed to take place directly between the source and adjacent surfaces as described by 
classical black body radiative exchange. The subsequent transfer of energy to buoyancy 
generated flow is through convective exchange between the resultant heated surfaces and 
the surrounding air stream. An approach to the simulation of radiative heat exchange is 
described in detail by Shih (1984). 

5.4 Pollutant Sources 
Pollutant sources are described by means of emission characteristics and location within 
the grid. Source terms may be constant or time dependent. 

5.5 Grid Representation of Source Terms 

Within the enclosure itself, source terms such as heat supply and pollutant generation are 
included by identifying the relevant grid location and specifying the source value. As the 
iteration proceeds, values at source locations are maintained at their predefined static or 
time varying settings. 

5.6 Flow at Boundaries 
Flow adjacent to boundaries must obey boundary layer theory, thus there is no tangential 
velocity at the boundary surface. Within the boundary layer which develops outward from 
the surface, velocity is influenced by shear stress and surface drag. Under conditions of 
laminar flow, the shear stress is given by the laminar velocity multiplied by the velocity 
gradient. Under turbulent conditions, the velocity profile follows a Log Law relationship 
instead of a linear relationship. The type of flow at the boundary proximity is determined 
on the basis of a local Reynolds Number. These problems are further described in 
Section 2.3. To cope with the steep change in velocity at boundaries a non uniform grid 
may be needed (Figure 5.2). 

6. VALIDATION 
A number of examples of the validation or evaluation of air flow simulation code may be 
found in the literature. It is also an important objective of E A  Annex 20 (Moser 1989). 
Measurement methods are, in addition, being used in conjunction with numerical 
methods as a technique to h e  tune or adjust model parameters. Kooi and Chen (1986) 
give examples of the use of measurement results for the fine tuning of various wall 
functions applied to PHOENICS and CHAMPION code. Measurements for validation 
purposes tend to be difficult to control in full size buildings and hence much is being 
performed on scale models or test chambers. Smoke is widely used as a qualitative 
measure of air flow and has been used as a comparison against solutions to the Navier 
Stokes Equations (Ziemssen 1985). For quantitative results, however, air flow within test 
chambers is measured using anemometry. hamples include Murakami et a1 
(1987,1988,1989,1990), in which turbulence modelling results were compared with 
measurements made in a 1/6th test chamber for various configurations of ventilation 
internal room obstructions and contaminant sources. In each case a tandem type, parallel 
hot-wire anemometer was used to determine the vector components of turbulent flow. 
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Also visualisation of flow across any section was made possible by using a laser light sheet 
combined with magnesium carbonate powder. Good correspondence between 
calculation and measurement was observed. 

Chen has produced a series of papers comparing results with measurements for a wide 
range of test chamber configurations. In comparative studies involving the measurement 
of air flows at low velocities in rooms, Chen (1989) points out that mean velocities arising 
from mixed convection can be small in relation to the turbulent intensity and that hot wire 
anemometry could only be used at locations where velocity was relatively high. Velocities 
below 0.05 m/s were found to be difficult to measure because of calibration and heat 
transfer problems. Despite measurement difficulties, generally good comparisons 
between measurement and calculation have been achieved. In an another study, Chen, 
Kooi and Meyers (1988) report good agreement between calculations using the 
PHOENICS Code and measurements of air flow and temperature distribution in a full 
scale climatic chamber using different supply systems. 

Pericleaus et al(1988) present results in which JASMINE and PHOENICS code (Cox 
1986, Appendix 3) was used to simulate the transient behaviour of smoke and fire spread 
in a 1/6th scale model of a semi rigid sports hall. Model dimensions were 11.6m high, 34m 
long and 28m wide, therefore this represented a substantial sized building for air 
movement tests. Measurements included both smoke movement and temperature fields. 
Quantitative agreement was found to be good except in the immediate vicinity of the fire 
source. Inaccuracy within this region was associated with the representation of the source 
by a relatively coarse grid. 

Awbi and Nemri (1989) compare numerical prediction with experimental data for a two 
dimensional isothermal and non isothermal flow regime and use the results as a guide for 
more complex simulation regimes. Comparisons between calculation and measurement 
were based on the use of a test chamber of 4.2m square section and a height of 2.8m. 
Calculations were found to correlate well with measurement away from the boundaries 
but discrepancies close to the boundary of the chamber were associated with the inability 
of the K-E model to represent flow at low Reynolds Number. Under non isothermal 
conditions, agreement between predicted and measured flow and temperature profiles 
was found to be close for most practical purposes. 

7. CASE STUDIES 

The application of Computational How Dynamics to building air flow problems as part of 
the design process is relatively new, although some examples are referenced in the 
literature. A few such examples are illustrated in this section to give an indication of the 
scope of applications of CFD Xchniques. 

Broyd et al( 1983) give examples of the use of a 2-dimensional CFD code (CAFE) in the 
assessment of safety and air quality in industrial buildings. Four examples are cited 
covering coal storage, a chemical plant, a clean room and the turbine hall of a nuclear 
power station. A further example of clean room design using this code is also described 
by Broyd,Deaves and Oldfield (1983) in which computational results are supported by full 
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scale measurements. Markatos( 1983) gives an example of the use of 3-dimensional 
PHOENICS (Appendix 2) in the analysis of air flow and heat transport in a television 
studio. A purpose of the study was to determine an optimum ventilation configuration for 
acceptable flow velocities and temperatures within the occupied zone of the studio. 

In a series of papers Chen and Kooi (1988), Chen (1989) and Chen, Meyers and Kooi 
(1989) describe the analysis of 3-dimensional flow in an office type room with cooling 
using CFD analysis combined with experimental verification. Energy analysis is 
conducted using a PC computer program called ACCURACY. The purpose of this 
investigation was to evaluate the performance of various heating and ventilation systems 
in relation to both energy requirements and comfort conditions. In further studies by 
Kooi and Chen (1989) and Chen, Hoonstra and Kooi (1990), the performance of 
displacement ventilation systems are evaluated in relation to air quality and energy use. It 
is concluded that for cooling systems a displacement approach could require 26% less 
energy than an equivalent mixing ventilation system. 

Other studies involving the evaluation of ventilation systems include Murakami, Kato and 
Suyama (1989), who report on an investigation into the influence on air flow of supply and 
exhaust arrangements. Particular emphasis was placed in clean room design. While the 
arrangement of exhaust points was found to have little effect on the flow field, such 
changes were often predicted to have a large influence on the contaminant diffusion field. 

Ishizu (1986) also makes an evaluation of ventilation system using CFD techniques. He 
studied the optimum positioning of air inlets in relation to outlet location in order to 
maximise the efficiency of ventilation. 

A number of case studies have been concerned with the application of computational 
fluid dynamics in smoke movement analysis. Pericleous et a1 (1988) give details of the 
simulation and comparison of smoke movement in a sports stadium as part of an 
investigation into predicting fire and smoke spread. In another example Waters (1989) 
describes the use of flow simulation techniques for fire and smoke movement and applies 
these techniques to the Stansted Airport Terminal Building in the United Kingdom and to 
the Lloyds Building in London, UK. 

Free convection and heat transfer has also been the subject of detailed analysis using air 
flow simulation methods. Chen, Ho and Humphrey (1987) describe the simulation of 
convective flow in an enclosure at high levels of buoyancy. Borgers and Akbari (1984) 
and Akbari et a1 (1986) investigate modelling methods for air movement and heat transfer 
in passive solar design. 

In a recent development Haghitat et al(1989) have reported on a numerical study 
investigating natural convection and air flow patterns within a partitioned enclosure 
subjected to turbulent flow. Thus an attempt has been made to combine multi zone air 
flow with air movement within individual zones. Numerical results indicate that the flow 
patterns are substantially influenced by the size and location of the interzone opening. 

Huber et a1 (1990) illustrate the use of CFD PHOENICS code in the development of 
CEN Standard 130 on a proposed European test chamber for radiators. It is shown that it 
is possible to calculate the air flow pattern around a radiator with a known convective 
heat flux but computing time is substantial. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
Computational Huid Dynamics provide an opportunity to evaluate air flow patterns in 
buildings. In addition to air flow analysis, such techniques may be used to predict the 
propagation of pollutants, fire and smoke, and to evaluate flow velocities and temperature 
distributions. These methods therefore have potentially important applications in the 
design of the interior environment. However, although such methods have been widely 
applied in other areas of engineering flow analysis, their application to building physics is 
relatively new and has been restricted to only a few studies. Additionally, these codes 
have yet to be fully verified for use in this area of analysis. Especially, much further 
research is needed in relation to representing turbulence in rooms and in representing 
boundary conditions, obstacles and diffusers. 

The complex nature of flow analysis is such that these numerical methods can be 
expensive to apply. Substantial computer hardware and processing time may be needed 
to analyse complex flow problems. A high degree of specialist knowledge is also required. 
For these reasons suppliers of software also normally provide a consulting service. CFD 
software should be regarded as a tool which will assist in design and analysis but will not 
compensate for lack of expertise. Future software developments could usefully focus on 
providing the necessary knowledge base and user interface needed to provide general 
accessibilty. 

Many advances are currently taking place in the development of solution techniques and 
discretisation systems. In some instances these developments make further demands on 
hardware requirements. The relative benefits of these developments with regard to 
building air flow analysis need to be assessed as part of a validation study. Very little 
evidence exists on the "blind testing" of codes. A sensitivity analysis of parameters is also 
needed so that the key parameters may be identified and incorporated into simplified 
methods. Many of these items are being addressed by E A  Annex 20 "Air Flow within 
Buildings" (Moser 1989) and by ASHRAE Research Project 464 "Calculation of Room 
Air Motion'' (Baker 1990). Future applications for air flow prediction techniques may be 
expected to include perceived indoor air quality, expressed in terms of odour, 
assessments of draught risk and discomfort due to draughts, and indicators of local air 
quality such as air change efficiency and ventilation effectiveness. In turn, these studies 
can be expected to reveal the optimum ventilation strategies necessary to satisfy fresh air 
requirements in the most cost effective and energy effective way. 
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vent 87, V o l a ,  1012 June 1987, pp114,5 figs, 1 tab, 7 refs. 
#DATE 00:06:1987 in English 
ABSTRACT A few approximated methods were used to 
predict 3D mixed air movement of natural and forced con- 
vection with concentration transfer in a room by a 2D com- 
puter code CHAMPION SGE. The computation method 
involved the solution, in finitedomain form, of two dirnen- 
sional equations for the conservation of mass momentum, 
energy, concentration, turbulence energy and dissipation 
rate, with wall function expressions for solid boundary con- 
ditions. Corresponding measurements of temperature dis- 
tributions and flow patterns were used for comparison. 
The following cases were investigated: natural convection 
in the room; the room with solar radiation through the 
window and with cold air supply, also with a CO2 gas 
source. The approximated methods were: treating the 
heat transfer through the walls in the Zdirection as ther- 
mal sourccs or sinks for the finitedomain equation; con- 
centrating the heat transfer through the walls in X and Y 
direction; and using equivalent inlet temperatures. 
KEYWORDS air flow 

#NO 2979 Accuracy a program for comblned problems 
of energy analysis indoor alrflow and air quallty. 

AUTHOR Chen Q, Van der Kooi J 
BIBINF Preprint: Ashrae Transactions, Vol94, Pt 2, 
1988,2 figs, 3 tabs, 19 refs. #DATE 00:00:1988 in English 
ABSTRACI' A new userfriendly, personal computer pro- 
gram, ACCURACY, has been constructed for energy ana- 
lysis, room air temperature and contamination field 
predictions. The program is a coupling of a cooling load 
program and an airflow program. It is based on the room 
energy balance method and uses Ztransfer functions and 
window energy balance equations for heat transfer 
through enclosures. The computer program also involves 
the solution, in finitedomain form, of threedimensional, 
transient equations for the conservation of energ and con- 
tamination concentration using airflow patterns, which are 
precalculated from dedicated computer programs, such as 
PHOENICS (3D) and CHAMPION SGE (2D). The in- 
fluence of room air supply system on the temperature dis- 
tribution and indoor air quality and subsequently on the 
energy consumption can be calculated by ACCURACY. 
The agreement between measurtd and simulated results 
by ACCURACY is good. 
KEYWORDS air flow, air quality, energy audit, computer 

#NO 3845 Measurements and cornputatlons of ventila- 
tion efficiency and temperature emclency In a ventilated 
room. 
AUTHOR Chcn Q, Van der Kwi J, Meyers A. 
BIBINF UK, Energy and Buildings, No.12,1988, pp8599, 
12 figs, 3 tabs, 7 refs. #DATE 00:00:1988 in English 
ABSTRACI' In order to improve the indoor air quality in a 
room and to save energy, the air movement and contami- 
nation distributions in the room with ventilation have been 
studied experimentally and numerically. The experiment is 
carried out in a fullscale climate rwm with different air 
supply systems, heat gains from the venetian blinds and 
ventilation rates. The measurements concern room air- 
flow patterns and air temperature, velocity and contamina- 
tion concentration fields, etc. The airflow computer 
program PHOENICS and the cooling load program AC- 
CURACY have been applied for the numerical simula- 
tions. PHOENICS solves the conservation equations of 
air mass, momentum, energy, concentration, kinetic en- 
ergy and dissipation rate of kinetic energy. ACCURACY, 
which considers thc influence of room air temperature dis- 
tributions, is employed for the determination of cooling 
load, wall surface tcmperatures and convective heat trans- 
fer on room enclosure surfaces, These are the boundary 
conditions required by PHOENICS. The agreements be- 
tween the computations and the measurements arc good. 
The ventilation efficiency and temperature efficiency 
which are used for evaluation of indoor air quality and en- 
ergy consumption are reported for each case. Additional 
application of these computations to annual energy ana- 
lysis is also discussed. 
KEYWORDS air flow, ventilation efficiency 

#NO 3652 Indoor aidlow, air quallty and energy con- 
sumptlon of buildings 
AUTHOR Chen Q 
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BIBINF Netherlands, Technical University Delft, 1989. 
#DATE 00:00:1989 in English 
ABSTRACT The aim is to study airflow, contaminant con- 
centration distributions and air temperature fields in an 
airconditioned room with different kinds of air supply and 
air exhaust system and to predict the heat extracted from 
and supplied to the room, and consequently the energy 
consumption of these systems. This will allow the develop- 
mcnt of reliable methods for estimating the influence of in- 
door airflow on the comfort and energy consumption of 
buildinp, for controlling the pollutant dispersion, and for 
increasing the efficiency of energy utilization. The re- 
search is principally carried out by numerical techniques, 
in particular a twodimensional airflow program and a 
threedimensional airflow program are used, and an aircon- 
ditioniag load program is constructed. The second aim of 
this research is to compare the computational results with 
experiments. Therefore, corresponding measurements 
are performed. 
KEYWORDS airflow, air quality, energy consumption 

#NO 3287 Convectlve heat transfer In room8 with mixed 
convectlon. 
AUTHOR Chen Q, Meyers C A, Van der Kooi J 
BIBINF Preprint: International Seminar on Indoor Air 
Flow Patterns held at Laboratory of Thermodynamics, 
University of Liege, Belgium, 9th February 1989,14pp, 11 
figs, 4 tabs, 10 refs. #DATE 00:02:1989 in English 
ABSTRACT Experiments have been carried out for ob- 
taining the convective heat transfer coefficients in the en- 
closure surfaces of a room with mixed convection. It has 
been found that the convective heat transfer coefficient is 
about 4.0 W/m2K for the ceiling and 4.7 for the floor with 
unstable flow and 4.3 for the floor with stable flow. Due to 
the measuring technical problems, the measuring errors 
are too large. We may also conclude that the convective 
heat transfer coefficient is about 10.7 W/m2K for the vene- 
tian blind surface facing to the room and about 4.5 for the 
venetian blind surface facing to the glass pane of the win- 
dow. These results only present a rough indication of the 
heat transfer in a window with venetian blinds. Those 
measured convective heat transfer coefficients have been 
applied in the numerid simulation of indoor airflow. 
This has achieved acceptable agreement between the com- 
puted and measured velocity and temperature distribu- 
tions of room air. 
KEYWORDS convection, heat transfer, blind 

#NO 3710 Predlctlon OF buoyant, turbulent flow by a low 
Reynolds number ke model. 
AUTHOR Chen Q, Moser A, Huber A 
BIBINF USA Preprint, ASHRAE Transactions, Vol.%, 
Part 1,1990,lO pp, 11 figs, 1 tab, 25 refs. #DATE 
00:00:1990 in English 
ABSTRACT A lowReynolds number ke model of tur- 
bulence was used for the prediction of natural convection 
flow in cavities with Rayleigh numbers on the order of 10. 
The Boussinesq approximation was used for buoyancy, 
and the buoyancy production terms in the k and e equa- 
tions were also studied. The results indicate that the cam- 

puted velocity and temperature profiles and convective 
heat exchanges by the model are in rather good agreement 
with the measurements. The influence of the buoyancy 
production is small on velocity and temperature profiles 
but is considerably large on the kinetic energy profiles. 
For the indoor airflow computation, use of the IowRey- 
nolds numbr model with buoyancy production terms is 
recommended so that correct indoor air velocity fields, air 
temperature distributions. convective heat transfer cocffi- 
dents, and comfort parameters can be obtained. 
REYWORDS prediction, turbulent flow, model 

#NO 4154 A methodology for Indoor airflow computa- 
tlons and energy analysls for a dlsplacement ventllatlon 
system. 
AUTHOR Chen Q, Van der Kooi J 
BIBINF Switzerland, Swiss Fed Inst of Technology, ETH 
Zurich, paper to be published in Energy and Buildings, 
199O,l3 pp, 8 figs, 2 tabs, 34 refs. #DATE 00:00:1990 in 
English 
ABSTRACT This article presents a methodology for the 
computation of indoor airflow, air quality, space load and 
energy consumption of a room with a displacement ventila- 
tion system. Since airflow and transient heat transfer in 
the room are interrelated, the indoor airflow and the 
space load of the room must be predicted simultaneously. 
In order to reduce the computing costs, a simplified 
method has been introduced for the predictions. Accord- 
ing to the present state of the art, the kE turbulence model 
is suggested for the indoor airflow computations within a 
room. The air temperature distributions of the room are 
used in a cooling load program for space load calcula- 
tions. This is very important for a room with a displacc- 
ment ventilation system. An optimized algorithm is 
applied for the estimation of the energy consumption of 
the room. Finally, an application example is presented. 
The results indicate that, in a room with the displacement 
system, the indoor air quality is much better than with a 
wehixed system, and the energy savings are significant. 
KEYWORDS displacement ventilation, calculation tech- 
niques 

#NO 3719 Energy analysis of bulldlngs with dlflerent air 
supply and exhaust systems. 
AUTHOR Chen Q, Hoornstra T G, Van der Kooi J 
BIBINF USA, Preprint, ASHRAE Transactions, Vol.%, 
Part 1,1990,13pp, 11 figs 11 tabs, 16 refs. #DATE 
00:00:1990 in English 
ABSTFUa Research was carried out in order to study 
the influence on energy consumption of different kinds of 
air supply and exhaust systems in a room. Based on the 
air temperature distribution of the room with a displace- 
ment ventilation system and a wellmixed system, which 
were calculated by an airflow program, the cooling load 
program ACCURACY and the energy analysis program 
ENERK were used for the calculation of the space load 
and the annual energy consumption of the room. The re- 
sults showed that the air temperature distributions in the 
room are very importaut in the prediction of rmm energy 
consumption. For a variablcairvolume system, the energy 
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required by the chiller and the ventilator with the displace- 
ment ventilation system is 26% smaller than that with the 
wellmixed system. The air displacement system is recom- 
mended for practical applicabons for saving energy and 
obtaining better indoor air quality. 
KEYWORDS energy consumption, displacement ventila- 
tion, mechanical ventilation 

#NO 3851 Natural convection and air flow pattern in a 
partitioned room wlth turbulent flow. 
AUTHOR Haghighat F, Jiang Z, W a g  J C Y 
BIBINF USA, Preprint, Ashrae Transactions, Vol95, Part 
2,1989, llpp, llfigs, 1 tab, refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
English 
ABSTRAm Recent studies have emphasized the import- 
ance of the interzone air movement in a building and dem- 
onstrated the need for better understanding of this 
movement in any attempt to predict the ventilation effi- 
ciency or thermal performance of the building. This paper 
discusses thc use of the ke twocquation turbulence model 
to simulate natural convection of high Rayleigh number in 
a partitioned enclosure for a few cases. The airflow in all 
cases is considered to be three dimensional owing to the 
asymmetry of the room configuration. The predictions of 
the model are compared to available experimental and the- 
oretical results; good agreement is obtained. The study 
also discusses the effcct of door height and location on the 
pattern of airflow and temperature. Results indicate that 
the flow pattern is quite sensitive to the variations of door 
height and location, while the convective heat transfer rate 
is only sensitive to variation of door height. 
KEYWORDS air flow, convection 

#NO 2751 The contaminant distribution in a ventilated 
room with different air terminal devices. 
AUTHOR Heiselberg P, Nielsen P V 
BIBINF Institute of Building Technology and Structural 
Engineering, Aalborg University, Denmark, August 1987, 
14p, 9 figs, 8 refs. #DATE 00:08:1987 
ABSTRACl' The room ventilation is investigated for three 
different air terminal devices under isothermal conditions. 
Velocity distribution in the occupied zone is measured for 
each air terminal device at different air exchange rates. 
The maximum air exchange rate is determined on the 
basis of both the throw of the jets and the comfort require- 
ments applied to measured air velocities in the occupied 
zone. Normalised concentration distribution in the test 
room is determined along a vertical line through the 
middle of the rwm as a function of the air exchange rate 
and the density of the tracer gas. The relative ventilation 
efficiency, bascd on the room avcragc concentration is 
also determined as B function of the air exchange rate and 
the density of the tracer gas. The influence from the posi- 
tion of the return opening on the relative ventilation effi- 
ciency is found for one air terminal device. 
KEYWORDS pollutant, air change rate, tracer gas, ventila- 
tion efficiency, instrument 

English 

#NO 3146 Flow conditions in a macbanlcally ventilated 
room with a convectlve beat source. 
AUTHOR Heiselberg P, Nielsen P V 
BIBINF in: "Effective Vendation", 9th AIVC Conference, 
Gent, Belgium, 1215 September, 1988. #DATE 
00:09:1988 in English 
ABSTRAm The ventilation of a test room (LxWxH = 
5.4~3.6B.4m) with a wall mounted heat source is investi- 
gated for two different air terminal devices. The proper- 
ties of each air terminal device are described by measuring 
the velocity decay of the primary wall jet below the ceiling. 
The velocity distribution in the plume above the heat 
source has been measured at different heat loads as a func- 
tion of the distance to thc wall and the distance to the heat 
source. The measurements have led to an estimate of the 
maximum velocity in the plume and of the volume flow 
rate as a function of the heat load and the distance to the 
heat source. In order to find the influence of the convec- 
tive heat source on the flow conditions in the room, the vel- 
ocity distribution in the occupied Zone and the normalized 
concentration distribution along a vertical line through the 
middle of the room has been determined as a function of 
the specific flow rate and the heat load. The convective 
heat source is found to have significant influence on the 
flow conditions in the room. This paper shows lower veloc- 
ities in the mupied zone and a more uniform concentra- 
tion distribution in the room. 
KEYWORDS air flow, mechanical ventilation, convection 
heating, mathematical modelling 

Calculation of the air flow pattern in a proposed new Eu- 
ropean test chamber for radiators. 
AUTHOR Huber A, Moser A, Chen Q 
BIBINF UK, AIVC proceedings of the 11th AIVC Con- 
ference "Ventilation System Performance", Belgirate, Italy, 
18-21 September, pp329-345. 

#NO 2145 Evaluation of ventrlatloa systems through 
three dimenslonal numerical cornputation. 
AUTHOR I s h  Y 
BIBINF Trans SHASE, No.30, February 1986, p17,lS figs, 
3 refs. #DATE 00:02:1986 in English 
ABSTRAm To make an evaluation of ventilation systems, 
numerical computation was carried out for three dimen- 
sional, isothermal, and turbulent flow schemes. It was 
found that there exists an optimum position for an inlet in 
tclation to an outlet whereby the most effective ventilation 
can be attained. In addition, similar to the results for the 
two dimensional computation, the slope of the conccntra- 
tion decay is virtually constant and independent of the po- 
sition in the room, so the mixing factor derived from this 
slope can be used as an index of the ventilation efficiency. 
Further, three dimensional computation seems to be 
necessary for a quantitative estimation of the mixing factor. 
KEYWORDS mathematical modelling, ventilation strate- 
gy, ventilation efficiency. 

#NO 3462 Modelling heat, moisture and contamlnant 
transport In buildings: toward a new generation sofhvare. 
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AWfHOR Kerestccioglu H, Swami M, Fauey P, LLring G, 
Chandra S 
BIBINF USA, Florida Solar Energy Center, 
FSECPF16589,1989, Spp, 9 figs, 11 refs. #DATE 
00:00:1989 inEn&h 
ABSTRAm This paper describes a general purpose soft- 
ware, Florida Software for Engineering Calculations, that 
is capable of solving various transport equations used in 
building science (e& combined heat and moisture transfer, 
fluid flow, contaminant dispersion equations, etc). The 
governing equations are solved by finite element methods. 
General capabilities and an overview of the software struc- 
ture are given. Results arc presented for several types of 
combined heat and moisture transfer simulationsL 1) in 
buildings; 2) in the presence of natural convection; 3) in at- 
tics 4) in a typical wall. 
KEYWORDS contaminant, computer, moisture, attic, wall 

#NO 2161 Model tests of ventilation effectiveness and air 
distribution literature survey. 
AUTHOR Klobut K. 
BIBINF Report C:l3, Espoo, FinlandHelsinki University 
of Technology, Laboratory of Heating, Ventilation and 
AirConditioning, Indoor Climate Project, 1985.114p, 34 
figs, 8 tabs, 84 refs. #DATE 00:00:1985 in English . 
ABSTRAn A survey of mathematical models of air flow 
and of ventilation efficiency. Measuring equipment for la- 
boratory experiments is described and the limitations and 
potential uses of the models are discussed. 
KEYWORDS mathematical modelling, air flow, ventila- 
tion efficiency 

#NO 3843 Numerlcai simulation of' air movement and 
temperature fleld In a room with cold and hot window sur- 
face. 
AUTHOR Kooi J, Chen Q 
BIBINF Netherlands Proceeding of Euromech Collc- 
quium 207 in Natural Convection, Delft, 79 April, 1986, 
2pp, 6 figs, 5 refs. #DATE 00:04:1986 in English 
ABSTRAm The air velocity and temperature charac- 
teristics of room are important to the comfort and well 
being of occupants. Computations were carried out to 
predict air flows and heat transfer in a room with natural 
convection by applying the cornputer codcs CHAMPION 
SGE and PHOENICS81. The computational results of 
the temperature field and velocity field are compared with 
corresponding experiments. 
KEYWORDS air movement, window, temperature 

#NO 3850 Thermal performance of a room with air dis- 
placement ventilation system. 
AUTHOR Kooi J, Chen Q 
BIBINF Yugoslavia, Proceedings of the Second World 
Congress of Heating, Ventilating, Refrigerating and Air 
Conditioning, CLIMA 2o00, Sarajevo, 27 August1 Septem- 
ber 1989,2 figs, 6 tabs, 4 refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in Eng- 
lish 
ABSTRAm The usual cooling load programs can only be 
used for rooms with a uniform temperature distribution. 

With a new program ACCURACY it is also possible to 
calculate situations with a vertical temperature stratifica- 
tion. With this program, the hourbyhour cmhghcating 
loads have been calculated for a room with a displacement 
ventilation system (with temperature stratification) and a 
wellmixed system (without temperature stratification). 
With an energy calculation program, ENERK, the yearly 
energy consumption of both systems has been calculated 
and mutually compared, For the same inlet air tempera- 
ture, the energy costs of the displacement ventilation sys- 
tem are about 16% lower in comparison With the 
wellmixed system in the situation considered. 
KEYWORDS thermal performance, displacement ventila- 
tion 

#NO 3911 A numerical method for calculating indoor alr- 
flows using a turbulence model. 
AUTHOR Kurabuchi T, Fang J B, Grot R A 
BIBINF USA, National Institute of Standards and Tech- 
nology, NIST, R894211, January 1990,116 pp. #DATE 
00:01:1990 in English 
ABSTRACT This report describes a numerical method 
based on a finite difference technique for simulating in- 
door airflows in a building using a KE turbulence method. 
The model treats three dimensional nonisothermal turbu- 
lent flows using the Boussinesq approximation for buoy- 
ancy. It solves the resulting nonlinear systcm of 
momentum, energy and turbulence equations by an ex- 
plicit time marching technique to obtain a solution for 
either a steady state or transient flow. An upwind/ccntral 
combination scheme with arbitrary specification for the 
switching parameter is used to approximate the convective 
terms. This switching parameter can bc specified at each 
point in the flow regime allowing for different strategies in 
different flow regions. The switching technique includes 
both the central and hybrid schemes found in the lit- 
erature. A pressure relaxation method is used to satisfy 
the Poisson equation for continuity. The model handles a 
variety of flow, pressure, temperature and heat flux bound- 
ary conditions including prescribed inflows, outflows by 
either prescribing thc flow or pressure, wall boundary con- 
ditions together with heat flux and temperature and/or 
heat transfer coefficients specified on the boundary. Vol- 
umetric heat sources are also included. The model has 
the ability of handling an arbitrary number of obstacles in 
the flow region. This permits the modelling of the effect 
of furniture and partitions on the flow field and also pro- 
vides a means for modelling multiroom airflows. The pre- 
dicted airflows can be used in a companion computer 
model for predicting the threedimcnsional dispersion of 
contaminants in a building. Isothermal simulations seem 
to converge in approximately 10,OOO iterations and noni- 
sothcrmal simulations in approximately 30,OOO itcrations. 
Several ideal and practical applications of the model are 
presented and the results of the simulations are compared 
with existing experimental data contained in the literature. 
KEYWORDS air flow, contaminant, indoor air quality, 
mathematical modelling 
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#NO 3866 A modlfled form ot the ke model for predicting 
wall turbulence 
AUTHOR Lam C K G, Bremhorst K 
BIBINF USA, Transactions of the ASME, Vol103, S e p  
tember 1981, pp456460,4 figs, refs. #DATE 00:09:1981 in 
English 
ABSTRACT The high Reynolds number form of the ke 
model is extended and tested by application to fully de- 
veloped pipe flow. It is established that the model is valid 
throughout the fully turbulent, semilaminar and laminar re- 
gions of the flow. Unlike many previously proposed forms 
of the ke model, the present form does not have to be used 
in conjunction with empirical wall function formulas and 
does not include additional terms in the k and e equations. 
Comparison between predicted and measured dissipation 
rate in the important wall region is also possible. 
KEYWORDS air flow, modelling 

#NO 4129 A numerical study of the air movement and 
temperatures in large atria and sunspaces. 
AUTHOR Lemake A D 
BIBINF Norway, Oslo, Norsk W S ,  Roomvent 90, pro- 
ceedings, 1315 June 1990, paper 5,l5 pp, 11 figs, 4 refs. 
#DATE 00:00:1990 in En&h 
ABSTRACT The air movements and temperatures in two 
atria and two sunspaces under winter conditions have 
been simulated numerically. Aim of the study was the pre- 
diction of the thermal comfort in the occupied zone of 
large glazed spaces with different heights and with differ- 
ent types of heating systems. The spaces were rectangular 
shaped with a base of 24 by 24 meters and a height of re- 
spectively 32 and 64 meters. The threedimensional, turbu- 
lent airflows have been simulated by the computer code 
WISH3D ( a TNO development ), using the kE turbulence 
model and the finite volume method. Transient calcula- 
tions were applied to attain steady state solutions and to 
detect unstable flows. To prevent cxpcnsive computer 
costs only a limited number of CBSCS have been studied 
with a reduced accuracy, Nevertheless, useful information 
regarding the air movements and temperatures in large 
glazed spaces was obtained from the results. 
KEYWORDS atrium, numerical modelling, sunspace, air 
movement, temperature 

#NO 3291 Air Inflltration Calculation Techniques An 
Applicatlons Guide. 
AUTHOR Liddament M W 
BIBINF UK, AIVC Applications Guide 1,1986 #DATE 
0o:m 1986 
ABSTRACl' A Loose leaf handbook divided into six chap 
ters covering empirical and theoretical calculation tech- 
niques. algorithms, references and glossary of terms. 
KEYWORDS calculation techniques 

#NO 3862 The ASTEC code: an algorithm for solving 
thermal hydraulic equations in complex geometries. 
AUTHOR Lonsdale R D 

BIBINF UK, AEA, Dounreay Nuclear Power Develop 
ment Establishment, 1988, Spp, 11 figs, 12 refs. #DATE 
00:00:1988 in English 
ABSTRACT By applying a frnite volume approach to a fi- 
nite element mesh, the ASTEC computer code allows 
threedimensional incompressible fluid flow and heat trans- 
fer in complex geometries to be simulated realistically, 
without making excessive demands on computing resour- 
ces. The methods used in the code are described, and 
examples of the application of the code are presented. 
KEYWORDS air flow, computer, mathematical modelling 

#NO 1526 Computer analysls of bulldlng Ventilation and 
heating problems. 
AUTHOR Markatos N C. 
BIBINF 2nd International PLEA Conference, Crete, 28 
June1 July 1983. Passive and Low Energy Architecture, 
edited by Simos Yannas. Oxford:Pcrgamon,l983. p667675, 
14 figs, 10 refs. #DATE 00:071983 in English 
ABSTFtAm This paper presents a mathematical model, 
implemented in a general computer code, that can provide 
detailed information on the velocity and temperature 
fields prevailing in threedimensional buildings of any ge- 
ometrical complexity, for a given ventilation and heating 
arrangement. The model is based on the partial differen- 
tial equations governing flow and heat transfer in large en- 
closures, containing heat sources. Turbulent flow is 
simulated and account is taken of buoyancy effects on 
both mean and fluctuating motions. Two cases are con- 
sidered, to demonstrate the capabilities of the present 
model, both referring to actual existing television studios. 
The program calculates the velocity and temperature 
fields throughout the threedimcnsional configurations, 
and the rcsults are presented in the form of velocity vec- 
tors and temperature contours. The same procedure is ap- 
plicable to any problem of heating, cooling, insulation and 
ventilation of buildings! predicting within practical resour- 
ces the thermal and fluid dynamics behaviour of the rele- 
vant systems. 
KEYWORDS mathematical modelling, simulation, air 
movement, ventilation, heating, heat transfer 

#NO 2190 Numerlcal analysis of room air distribution by 
the flnlte element method. 
AUTHOR Matsumoto H, Hasegawa F, Utsumi Y. 
BIBINF Journal of Architecture, Planning and Environ- 
mental Engineering (Transactions of Aw), No 352,1985, 
p3139,27 figs, 2 tabs, 32 refs. #DATE 0o:M3:1985 in 
Japanese 
ABSTRACT This paper describes the numerical analysis 
of room air distribution by the finite element method 
which can easily deal with any domain, the boundary con- 
ditions and so on. The twoequation model of turbulence 
is applied to the governing equations of room air, and the 
discretization of the basic equations is formulated by the 
penalty finite element method. The finite clement equa- 
tions are solved by the partitioning method that the equa- 
tions are partitioned into the momentum equation of the 
mean flow and the transport equations for turbulence 
kinetic energy and that for turbulence energy dissipation 
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ratc, and the modified Newton method is employed in the 
iterative procedure. The accuracy and the stability ol the 
scheme by the influence of the penalty parameter are 
examined for the two dimensional PoiseuiUe flow. Though 
the accuracy of the solutions is improved aa the penalty 
parameter is increased, the large parameter makes the 
condition of the coefficient matrix ill and the numerical 
convergence is hard to be obtained for the computer. In 
this computational experiment the scheme has good accu- 
racy. At last the numerical example of the three dimen- 
sional room model is camcd out and the solutions are 
confiirned to be full y sufficient. be fully sufficicnt. As a 
result, the finite clcment method is effective for the prtdic- 
tion of the rmm air distribution. 
KEYWORDS air flow, turbulence 

#NO 2717 Numerical analysis of airflow and pollution in 
bulldlnga. 
AUTHOR Matsumoto H, Hasegawa F, Utsumi Y 
BIBINF in: Third International Congress on Building En- 
ergy Management, I11 Ventilation, air movement and air 
quality: field measurement and energy auditing, held in 
Lausanne, Switzerland, September 28 October 2,1987, 
p12Sl35,5 figs, 11 refs. #DATE 00:09:1987 in English 
ABSTRACT In an air conditioning system, it is necessary 
to remove or to supply heat in ordcr to maintain a comfort- 
able temperature level, but it is also necessary to supply 
the room with a proper amount of fresh air. Therefore the 
indoor airflow is an unportant factor in the investigation of 
thermal comfort, ventilation efficiency, air pollution and 
cncrgy conservation. Model experiments and numerical 
analysis are known to predict indoor airflow and distribu- 
tion of air pollutants. In the modcl experiments, the accu- 
racy of prediction is affected by the level of the measuring 
techniqucs. Even though accurate and highly responsive 
instruments, such BS an infrared gas detector or a flame 
ionization detector (FID), are used, it is difficult to ana- 
lyse the detailed structure of the turbulent diffusion. This 
paper describes a numerical method of airflow and air pol- 
lution in buildings by the fdte element method, and 
shows the mechanisms for the diffusion of air pollutants by 
cornputer simulations. 
KEYWORDS numerical modelling, air flow, pollution, 
thermal comfort, ventilation efficiency, energy conserva- 
tion, instrumentation, computer, simulation 

#NO 838 Room flow tests in a reduced scale. 
AUTHOR Moog W. 
BlBlNF ASHRAE trans. no.l,1981, p.11621185.1 tab. 2 
figs. 15 refs. #DATE 01:01:1981 in English 
ABSTRAm The study concerns thc problems and predic- 
tion of room flow in airconditioniag. It is shown how diffi- 
cult it is to form mathematical models, especially of the 
threedimensional flow field occurring in practice. After 
basic definitions, an explanation of the influence of differ- 
ent air flow systems on the structure of room flow is given. 
The microstrutture of the flow is so complex that a precise 
matbematical model formation seems to be impossible. 
Measurements on isothermal and models(reduced from 
the 0riginal)supply reliable threedimensional results. Simi- 

laritytheorctical studies indicate that model tests ace prin- 
cipally a useful means of increasing the dimensional E r -  
tainty, but in order to exactly reproduce the 
thrcedimensional room flow, the test in the scale 1:l re- 
maim essential. 
KEYWORDS air conditioning, mathematical modelling, 
empirical mode4 

#NO 3549 Trends la airflow deslgn and management, 
contributions by TEA Annex 20. 
AUTHOR Moser A 
BIBINF in: UK, 10th AIVC Conference Proceedings Vol- 
ume 1, held Espoo, Finland, 2528 September 1989, pub- 
lished February 1990, pp4562,4 figs, 12 refs #DATE 
M3:021990 inEnglish 
ABSTRACT What does the designer of a future energyeffi- 
cient building ask of the air flow specialist? Static predic- 
tions of air flow patterns and optimization of thermal 
comfort and indoor air quality at design conditions will 
not be enough for him. The paper suggests that timede- 
pendent air flow simulation is imperative to respond to to- 
morrows design needs. Different physical time scales for 
air flow patterns in spaces will bc discussed. Heat capacity 
by components, different types of heat transfer, varying oc- 
cupancy, control inputs etc. give rise to disparate time 
scales. The trend toward occupant controlled ventilation 
will continue. Air Flow will interactively be adjusted to 
changing needs in each room. The IEA Annex 20 exam- 
ines tools to predict steady air flow patterns within build- 
ings. The dynamic management of air flows will require 
new methods that build on Annex 20 work. 
KEYWORDS air flow, occupant control 

#NO 2623 Three dimensional numerical simulatlon of 
turbulent airflow In a ventllated room by means of two 
equation model. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kato S, Suyama Y 
BIBINF Preprint. Ashrae Trans, Vol 93, Part 2, No 3091, 
1987,17p, 16 figs. #DATE 00:00:1987 in English 
ABSTRAn Turbulent recirculating flows in many types 
of ventilated rooms are numerically simulated threedimen- 
sionally by means of a kE twoequation turbulence model. 
The results obtained from numerical simulation are com- 
pared with those given by modcl experiments concerned 
with velocity and diffusion field. The correspondence be- 
tween simulations and experiments is fairly good. Pro- 
posed threedimcnsional numerical simulation by means of 
a kE twoequation model cnablcs the prediction of turbu- 
lent flow distribution in a ventilated room with sufficicnt 
accuracy. 
KEYWORDS turbulent air flow, prediction, mathematical 
modelling 

#NO 2976 Numerical and experimental study on turbu- 
lent difkdon flelds in conventional flow type clean rooms. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kato S, Suyama Y 
BIBINF Preprint: Ashae Transactions, Vol94, Pt 2,1988, 
23 pp, 19 figs, 3 tabs, 5 refs. #DATE 00:00:1988 in English 



ABSTRAff Turbulent flow fields of velocity and diffusion 
in several types of conventional dean rooms are precisely 
a n a l p d  both by model experiment and by numerical 
simulation based on the K twoequation turbulence model. 
The detailed analyscs of contaminant diffusion by simula- 
tion makes it possible to comprehend clearly the struc- 
tures of velocity and diffusion fields in clean rooms. The 
flow fields in such rooms, as analyzed here, are mainly 
characterised by the inflow jet and the rising streams 
around it. The combination of one jet and r i s i i  streams 
forms a "flow unit". The total velocity field and the result- 
ing ddfusion field of contaminant in a rwm are well 
modeled as serial combinations of these "flow units". 
KEYWORDS turbulence, cleanroom, numerical modell- 
ing, pollutant 

#NO 3853 Numerical study on dlfislon fleld as affected 
by arrangement ol supply and exhaust openings In con- 
ventional flow type clean room. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kat0 S, Suyama Y 
BIBINF USA, Preprint, Ashrae Transactions, Vol95, Part 
2,1989,15 pp, 12 figs, 6 tabs, refs, #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
Engltsh 
MSTRACT Room air distribution is greatly affected by 
the arrangement of supply outlets and, possibly, exhaust in- 
lets. Influence of those arrangements on the flow fields is 
studied here by numerical simulation based on the kc 
twoequation turbulence model. Room airflows in several 
types of conventionalflowtype clean rooms are analyzed 
from this point of view. The flow fields in such rooms as 
analyzed here are well modelled as serial combinations of 
"flow units", each of which is composed of one supply jet 
and the rising streams around it. When the number of s u p  
ply outlets is decreased, the flow units corresponding to 
the eliminated supply outlets vanish and the remaining 
flow units expand. A change in arrangement or in the 
number of exhaust inlets hardly affects the entire flow 
field; however, such changes often have a large influence 
on the contaminant diffusion field. 
KEYWORDS air flow, cleanroom 

#NO 3852 3D numerical simulation of turbulent air flow 
In and around buildings based on the ke model with 
generalized curvilinear coordinates. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kat0 S, Ishida Y 
BIBINF USA, Preprint, Ashrae Transactions, Vo1.95, Part 
2,1989, Bpp, 23 figs, 7 tabs, refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
English 
ABSTRACT Thc air distribution in and around a building 
with a complicated congfiiuration is well simulated by the 
finite difference method based on generalized curvilinear 
coordinates. This paper follows preceding studies which 
were based on ordinary Cartesian coordinates. Numerical 
simulations of room airflow by the present method using 
thc ke model based on curvilinear coordinates are con- 
ducted. Its validity and feasibility for application to engin- 
eering problems arc confirmed by comparing simulation 
results with the experimental results. 
KEYWORDS air flow, numerical modelling 

#NO 3331 Numerical and expedrnental study on room 
alrflow 3D predlctione uslng the ke turbulence model. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kat0 S 
BIBINF Building and Environment, Vol24, No 1,1989, 
pp8597,14 figs, 3 tabs, 16 refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
English 
ABSTRACT Accurate prediction of velocity and tempera- 
ture distributions in a room is indispensable for designing 
high quality air conditioning systems. This paper is con- 
cerned with the feagibility and validity of numerical simula- 
tion of rcmm airflow. Turbulent recirculating flows in 
many types of ventilated rmms were numerically simu- 
lated in threedimensions using the ke two equation tur- 
bulence model. The results obtained from the numerical 
simulation are compared with those given by model experi- 
ments concerned with velocity and diffusion fields. The 
correspondence between simulations and experiments is 
fairly good. It may bc concluded that 3D numerical simu- 
lations using the ke two equation model can predict turbu- 
lent recirculating flows in a ventilated room with sufficient 
accuracy from the viewpoint of engineering applications. 
M O R D S  air flow, thbulence, numerical modelling 

#NO 3338 Three dimensional numerical slmulation of 
turbulent flow around buildings uslng the ke turbulence 
model. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Mochida A 
BIBINF Building and Environment, Vol24, No 1,1989, 
pp51W, 25 figs, 16 refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in English 
ABSTRACT Threedimensional numerical simulations of 
air flow around a cubic model and building complex using 
the ke two equation turbulence model are presented in 
this paper. Scvcral cases of numerical simulation of air- 
flow around a cubic model are carried out to estimate the 
influences of a mesh dividing system and boundary condi- 
tions on simulated results. The accuracy of these simula- 
tions is examined by comparing the predicted results with 
wind tunnel experiments conducted by the authors. It is 
confirmed that numerical simulations by means of the ke 
model reproduce the velocity and pressure fields well 
when using fine mesh resolution around the model. In the 
latter half of this paper, the numerical method is applied 
in order to predict the flow field around a building com- 
plex under construction at present. The applicability of 
the numerical method in practical situations is demon- 
strated. 
KEYWORDS numerical modelling, turbulent airflow 

Numerlcal and experimental study on flow and diffusion 
field In room. 
AUTHOR Murakami S, Kat0 S 
BIBINF UK, AIVC, proceedings of 11th AIVC Con- 
ference, "Ventilation System Performance", Belgirate, 
Italy, 18-21 September 1990,121-156. 

#NO 2752 Alr distribution in rooms wlth ceiling mounted 
obstacles and three dlmenslonal Isothermal flow. 
AUTHOR Niclsen P V, Evensen L, Grabau P, et a1 
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BIBINF Institute of Building Technology and Structural 
Engineering, Aalborg University, Denmark, August 1987, 
l lp,  8 fw, 11 refs. #DATE 00:08:1987 in English 
ABSTRACI This paper presents results obtained with 
threedimensional, isothermal flows in a model room hav- 
ing a circular supply opening (nozzle) locatcd in the end 
wall close to the ceiling in thc symmetry plane of the 
model. The first part of the paper deals with nondeflected 
flow and demonstrates the influence of the Reynolds num- 
ber and the influence of ceilingmounted obstacles on thc 
penetration depth in long rooms. Some examples of veloc- 
ity distribution in the wall jet and flow in the occupied 
zone are then demonstrated. The second part of the paper 
determines thc critical dimensions giving a deflection of 
the supply jet into the lower part of the room (occupied 
zone), 
KEYWORDS air movement, model, ceiling, supply vent 

#NO 2753 Measurements on buoyant wall jet flows in alr 
conditioned rooms. 
AUTHOR Nielsen P V, Moller A T A 
BIBINF Institute of Building Technology and Structural 
Engineering, Aalborg University, Dcnrnark, August 1987, 
12p, 7 figs, 11 refs. #DATE 00:08:1987 in English 
ABSTRACT Sidewallmounted diffusers placed in the vi- 
cinity of the ceiling in a ventilated room will often gener- 
ate a flow of the wall jet type. The jet follows the ceiling, 
entrains air from the occupied zone and generates a recir- 
culating flow in the whole room. This paper will deal with 
the flow in the ceiling region. The w d  jet flow is cspecially 
innuenccd by diffuser design and surrounding details such 
as distance to the ceiling and the ceiling structure. The 
flow is lesser influenced by other parameters in the room 
such as length, width, height and furnishings. It is import- 
ant to study the conditions and locations where the flow 
can be described as a wall jet. This description is useful 
when different diffusers are compared, and it is the back- 
ground for calculation of "throw" and "penetration depth. 
It is also convenient to use the wall jet description of inlet 
conditions in computer predicted flow in rooms. This de- 
scription makes it possible to ignore details at the diffuser 
as e.g. vanes which means reduction of computer storage 
and increased computation speed. 
KEYWORDS air conditioning, air movement, ceiling, wall, 
air flow 

#NO 3913 Numerlcal heat transfer. 
AUTHOR Patankar S V 
BIBINF USA, New York, Hemisphere, 1980,197 pp. 
#DATE 00:00:1980 in English 
ABSTRACT Primarily aimed at developing a general 
method of prediction for heat and mass transfer, fluid 
flow, and related processes. Among the different methods 
of prediction, the numerical solution offers promise. A nu- 
merical method is constructed for predicting the pro- 
c e s s a  of interest. {NOT FOR LOAN FROM AIVC} 
KEYWORDS heat transfcr, numerical modelling 

#NO 3855 Smoke spread simulation in a covered sports 
stadium. 
AUTHOR Periclcous K A, Worthington D R E, Cox G 
BlBlNF UK, BHRA, Cranfeld, Seminar and Workshop, 
78 June 1988 held in London, lOpp, 8 figs, 2 tabs, 12 refs. 
#DATE 00:06:1988 in English 
ABSTRACT The field modclling technique for predicting 
Lhc tcmperature distribution and smoke movement in en- 
closures containing a fire source is validated against ex- 
periments carried out in a fully instrumented sports 
building covered by an air supported dome. The building 
is oval in plan and the dome has an ellipsoidal shape. A 
2MW methanol pool fire located centrally on the floor of 
the building was used to obtain detailed measurements of 
temperature at a number of locations. The mathematical 
modcl simulates the transient problem in three dimen- 
sions using two different finite volumc grids. The first grid 
is a polar cylindrical one with cells partidy blocked to 
simulate features not coincident with grid lines. The sec- 
ond uses a nonorthogonal grid which follows closely the 
contours of the building. Results art abtaincd for prefire, 
fire and postfire conditions and the two grid solutions are 
compared with experiments. Qualitative agreement is 
good throughout and trends are correctly simulated. 
Quantitative agreement is also good in all areas except in 
common with earlier studies in the immediate vicinity of 
the fire source. The body fitted grid solution predicts cor- 
rectly the lack of stratification due to strong convection 
along the ceiling. 
KEYWORDS mathematical model, smoke, fire, sports 
building 

#NO 3857 Calculations of the temperature and flow fleld 
in a room ventilated by a radial air distributor. 
AUTHOR Reinartz A, Rem U 
BIBINF UK, International Journal of Refrigeration, V O ~  
7, No 5, September 1984, pp308312,8 figs, 13 refs. 
#DATE 00:09:1984 in English 
ABSTRACI' In ventilated or air conditioned rooms opti- 
mal conditions of temperature, humidity and air velocity 
arc rcquired. In the present study the behaviour of a jet 
emerging from a radial plate distributor and the resulting 
air flow in the room were investigated. To predict the be- 
haviour of the air flow a numerical scheme was used to 
solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
energy with the ke turbulence model. The numerical re- 
sults are compared with available experimental data. 
KEYWORDS calculation techniques, temperature, air flow 

#NO 3512 The constant tracer flow technique. 
AUTHOR Sandberg M, Stymne H 
BIBINF Building and Environment, Vol24, No 3,1989, 
pp.209219,6 figs, 8 tabs 6 refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
English 
ABSTRAm This paper presents a simplified theoretical 
analysis of the constant tracer flow technique and a quanti- 
tative estimate of the accuracy when the ventilation air 
flow rate is constant. A system with a stable pressure regu- 
lator was used to kccp the tracer gas flow rate constant. A 
number of tests were carried out in an unoccupied indoor 
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test house with ventilation air flow rates known with an ac- 
curacy of 2%. The aim of the tests was to explore the ef- 
fect of incomplete mixing. The tests were carried out both 
with and without artificial mixing. Simultaneous measure- 
ments were carried out with the constant concentration 
technique. Finally, the entries in the socalled Tmatrix were 
determined by moving the tracer gas source from rcmm to 
room. 
KEYWORDS air flow, ventilation rate, tracer gas 

Numerical heat transfer. 
AUTHOR Shih T M 
BIBINF USA, Hemisphere, Series in Computational 
Methods in Mechanics and Thermal Sciences, 1984,563~~. 

#NO 4OOO A gulde to air change efficiency. 
AUTHOR Sutcliffe H 
BIBINF UK, Coventry, AIVC Technical Note 28, Fe- 
bruary 1990,32pp, 9 figs, 7 refs. #DATE 00:02:1990 in 
English 
ABSTRACT The main objective of this report was to pro- 
vide a concise introduction into the subject of air change 
efficiency. Existing literature in this subject area is extcn- 
sive, but it tends to be very detailed and is difficult for a 
newcomer to understand. Different authors also use dif- 
ferent symbols and/or different definitions for the same 
concepts, which tends to confuse the reader. Little has 
been produced covering the basic ideas and concepts be- 
hind some of the terms used. Therefore this report aims 
to show the origins of the concepts used, provide proofs of 
the basic formulae and suggests standard symbols and de- 
finitions. Sandberg and Skaret differentiate between the 
terms air change efficiency and ventilation efficiency. Air 
change efficiency is a measure of how effectively the air 
prcscnt in a room is replaced by fresh air from thc ventila- 
tion system whereas ventilation efficiency is a measure of 
how quickly a contaminant is removed from the room. 
This report covers only air change efficiency and related 
concepts. It should also be noted that the theory descibed 
in this report assumes a mechanically vcntilated, air tight 
room where all the air enters and lcavcs via dcsignated 
inlet and exhaust ducts. 
KEXWORDS air change rate, ventilation efficiency 

#NO 3110 Application of a multlgrld method to II buoyan- 
cfinduced flow problem. 
AUTHOR Thompson C P, Leaf G K, Vanka S P 
BIBINF USA, Argonne National Laboratory, 1988. 
#DATE 00:00:1988 in English 
ABSTRACT The numerical prediction of buoyancyin- 
duced flows provides special difficulties for standard nu- 
merical techniques associated with velocitybuoyancy 
coupling. We present a multigrid algorithm based upon a 
novel relaxation scheme that handles this coupling correct- 
ly. Numerical experiments have been performed that show 
that this approach is reasonably efficient and robust for a 
range of Tayleigh numbers and a variety of cycling 
strategies. 
KEYWORDS numerical modelling 

#NO 3863 Vectorized multigrid fluld flow calculatlons 
on a Cray XMP/48 
AUTHOR Vanka S P, Misegadcs K P 
BIBINF USA, International Journal for Numerical Meth- 
ods in Fluids, Vol7,1987, pp635648,8 fgs, 4 tabs, 17 refs. 
#DATE 00:00:1987 in English 
ABSTRAm This paper discusses aspects of vectorkhg a 
recently developed calculation p r d u r e  for multidimen- 
sional recirculating fluid flows, The solution algorithm 
uses a coupled GaussSeidcl relaxation operator in con- 
junction with the multigrid technique. The vectorization is 
performed on a CRAY XMP 48 using a single processor. 
In this papcr, thc vcctorization techniques used and the 
observed speedups are presented for a model problem of 
laminar flow in a twodimcnsional square cavity. Large 
scale calculations with up to one quarter of a million finite 
difference cells (512 x 512) have been made in 45s of CPU 
time. 
KEYWORDS air flow, calculation techniques 

#NO 3854 Stansted terminal building and early atrium 
studies. 
AUTHOR Waters R A 
BIBINF UK, J of Fire Prot.Engr., Vol 1, No.2,1989, 
pp6376,12 fqs, 3 tabs, 19 refs. #DATE 00:00:1989 in 
English 
ABSTRACT The paper dcmonstrates how field modelling 
techniques can be used to understand smoke control 
stratcgics during thc design phase of major buildings. The 
use of animation techniques that combine smoke and 
people movement results, for a particular fire scenario, to 
produce a computer driven animated colour portrayal of 
an evacuation is discussed. 
KEYWORDS atrium, smoke 

#NO 2525 Computation of air movement and convective 
heat transfer within buildlngs. 
AUTHOR Whittle G E 
BIHINF Int J Amb Energy, Vol7, No 3, July 1986, 
p151163,9 figs, 36 refs. #DATE 00:07:1986 in English 
ABSTRACT A review has been undertaken of the numeri- 
cal computation of the air movement and convective heat 
transfer within buildings. The fundamental conservation 
equations together with a turbulence model are described, 
and a numerical procedure for solving the elliptic partial 
differential equations is outlined. The literature on the 
subject, spanning the past twclvc years, is reviewed. Attcn- 
tion is briefly drawn to examples of the use of numerical 
air movement codes. 
KEYWORDS calculation techniques, air movement, heat 
transfer, turbulence, model, review, computer, prediction 

#NO 1914 Investigatlng natural alr flows on the basls of 
similarity theory in covered spaces wtth floor heating. 
Untersuchung von naturlichen luftstromungen in fuss- 
bodenbeheizten hallenbauten auf der grundlage der 
ahntichkeitstheorie. 
AUTHOR Ziemssen C 
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BIBINF Stadt und Gebaudetechnik, 1985, Vol37, No 7, 
~104106.3 figs, 9 refs. #DATE 00:00:1985 in German 
ABSTRACT Describes qualitative experimental investiga- 
tion of the air flow in a scale model representing a typical, 
average hall. Smoke was used to display the air flows. A 
mathematid model was also developed. Determination 
of the turbulent air flow in the model confirms the suita- 

bility of the mathematical model for use in quantitative ex- 
periments, in particular for measuring the heat flux den- 
sity. 
KEYWORDS air flow, air movement, mathematical mod- 
elling 
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Appendix 1. Summary of Flow Equations, 

Continuity Equation: 

6 6 d !P + -@U) + -@v)  + ,,@w> = 0 
dt dx dY 

Momentum Equations: 

X Direction: 

6U dU 6U du s du 6 du 6 su & 
dt dX dY 62 dx dx sy dy 62 62 dx p- +pu- +p- +pw- = -(p-) + -(p-) + -(p-) - 

Y Direction: 

dv 6 V  sv dv d dv 6 dv 6 dv & 
dt dx dy dz dx dx dy s y  62 dz dy p- +pu- + p r -  +pw- = -(p-) + -(p-) + -(p-) - 

2 Direction: 

d W  d W  6W dw 6 6w 6 dw 6 dw 
dt dX SY 

p- + pu- + p r  + p r  = -(p-) + -(PPI + -(p-) - ?P -Pg dz dx dx dy dy 62 dr 62 

Thermal Transport Equation: 

6T 
P C P Z  
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Equation of State for an Ideal Gas: 

-=-constant P 

Turbulence Equations: 

Turbulent Diflbsivity: 

CpK2 
Yt = - 

& 

Kinetic Energy of Turbulence: 

Dissipation Rate: 

where: 

7 * I 

u = u + u ; v = v + v ; w = w + w  
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Nomenclature 

Cp,Ci,C2 = empirical constants 

K = kinetic energy of turbulence (J/kg) 

T = absolute temperature (K) 

U,V,W = time average of instantaneous velocity ( d s )  

cp = specific heat of fluid (J/kg.K) 

k = thermal conductivity of fluid (W/m.K) 

p = pressure of fluid (Pa) 

t = time (s) 

u,v,w = velocity components in x,y and z directions ( d s )  

x9,z = Cartesian coordinate directions 

B = coefficient of thermal expansion (K') 

E = dissipation rate of kinetic energy (m2/s3) 

p = laminar viscosity (kg/m.s) 

Y = kinematic viscosity (m2/s> 

p = density of fluid ( kgm3) 

vt = turbulent diffusivity (m2/s) 

3s 





Appendlx 2 Publlshed Research Algorithms 

1 Code/Sourca 1 Comments 
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Appendix 3 Commercial Algorithms 
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Appendlx 3 Commercial Algorlthms 
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